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Border crossings, while conceptually being informal gateways, are generally disconnected from their surrounding cultures.  
A necessary response to appropriately address the bordering communities will foster in best bridging a boundary zone to 
make it more available and culturally relevant to both.  The existing need for infrastructure at a border crossing provides an 
opportunistic space for secondary functions boasting social engagement. The activation of otherwise detached institutional 
sites will create a more publically usable environment that shall serve as a substantive cultural transitional zone. 
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This thesis will aim to activate boundary zones and serve bordering communities. The proposal is for a trans-boundary 
institution at the San Ysidro border crossing. The project will create a rich built environment and use infrastructure as an 
opportunity for public use thus providing a nurturing environment relevant to both proximal communities of San Diego 
and Tijuana. It is not only to blur the boundaries between communities but to also blur the distinction between urbanism, 
architecture, landscape and infrastructure. The center will be conceived as infrastructure but intended for community. It 
will therefore develop as a civic project programmatically aiming to bridge counterparts and become usable space for the 
public. 



Having a multinational background, I feel that borders are to be crossed and boundaries to 
be explored. I have witnessed how cultural convergence creates rich, nurturing, educational, 
and progressive environments. I firmly believe that these opportunities are to be harnessed 
and built upon to further our society. Integration, while remaining culturally distinct is an issue 
America is dealing with more and more as we continually become a country of immigrants. 
This project provides me with the forum to address these issues architecturally. 

Novelty is both dangerous and beneficially exploratory. 

Public spaces create a socio-economic bridge. 

Borders are inactive yet opportunistic.

Institutions serve as a platform for artistic experimentation and social responsibility. 

Informal functions allow for freedom to become enriched by both cultures. 



The goal of my research is to assess what program will best suit this function. I will concurrently aim to show how public 
space is most efficient and active when there is a seamless integration between architecture, landscape and infrastructure.  
The research project will thus aim to provide an environment serving differing communities, while remaining culturally relevant 
to both. The project, while having to address safety, will focus on integration and introduction into a new environment. It 
will investigate boundaries, thresholds and areas of connection, convergence, and interaction. I will tackle such issues as 
how to make a hard boundary feel soft. Ultimately, this thesis should architecturally address a way to deal with cultural and 
spatial disjunctions.


